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International Marine Environmental Law
and Policy
"When either animalists or environmentalists get
together and talk about "issues" that are important to
them, there is almost no overlap in the topics. There
is always the common point, that some humans or
corporations are causing the harms they are
concerned about, but that is not particularly helpful to
solving problems. So the groups go about their good
work without reaching out to others, as they seldom
share priorities in a world of limited resources."--From
the foreword by David S. Favre, Professor of Law &
The Nancy Heathcote Professor of Property and
Animal Law, Michigan State University College of Law
This edited volume by Professor Randall S. Abate of
Florida A&M University College of Law presents a
collection of 17 chapters in an attempt to fill the
gap--as illustrated above--between the complex legal
issues that matter most to environmental law and
animal law movements. Environmental law has a
longer history and is more established than its animal
law counterpart with intricate layers of international,
federal, state, and local laws. Animal law currently
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faces many of the legal and strategic challenges that
environmental law faced in seeking to establish a
more secure foothold in U.S. and international law
and, as such, stands to gain valuable insights from
the lessons of the environmental law movement's
experience in confronting those challenges. These
chapters compare the very different trajectories of
the regulatory history of both movements, examining
the legal intersections that may exist across them.
Prof. Abate draws on the talents of 22 experts in their
fields from academia, non-profits, and the legal
profession to examine the ways in which animal rights
and welfare law can benefit from environmental law.
The chapters address various contexts and
perspectives from U.S. law, foreign domestic law, and
international law on substantive issues including
climate change, international trade and the
environment, concentrated animal feeding
operations, invasive species, lead pollution, and
fisheries management, and procedural issues
including standing and damages. The book concludes
with two chapters that offer a vision for the future
regarding how animal law can learn from
environmental law and how the two movements can
better coordinate their common objectives. Reviews:
"This is a path-breaking collection of thoughtful
essays on the relationship between traditional
environmental law and the emerging law of animal
rights and welfare. Indeed these closely reasoned
accounts show how intertwined are the strands of law
that comprise these seemingly disparate fields. In a
human dominated world the book is a useful reminder
that hubris can lead to catastrophe for all forms of life
on earth."--Patrick Parenteau, Professor of Law, Senior
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Counsel Environmental and Natural Resources Law
Clinic, Vermont Law School "Professor Abate's book is
an extremely valuable contribution. It's an excellent
compendium of environmental laws and treaties
pertinent to animal welfare, as well as lessons that
the more developed field of environmental law may
present for the emerging field of animal law."--Dr. Wil
Burns Co-Executive Director, Forum for Climate
Engineering Assessment and Chair, Environmental
Law Section of the International Law Association "This
book contains a valuable, well-written, and incisive
collection of essays by outstanding experts in the
fields of environmental and animal law. It deserves a
place on the bookshelves of all animal rights and
environmental law attorneys and anyone else who
believes that our natural surroundings, and the living
creatures which inhabit it, deserve to be valued and
protected."--Joel Mintz, Professor of Law, Nova
Southeastern University Shepard Broad Law Center
"Always up for a challenge, Professor Abate has
gathered together an impressive group of Animal Law
experts and asked them to climb a very steep
mountai

International Environmental Law and
Policy for the 21st Century
Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this book
provides ready access to legislation and practice
concerning the environment in Malaysia. A general
introduction covers geographic considerations,
political, social and cultural aspects of environmental
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study, the sources and principles of environmental
law, environmental legislation, and the role of public
authorities. The main body of the book deals first with
laws aimed directly at protecting the environment
from pollution in specific areas such as air, water,
waste, soil, noise, and radiation. Then, a section on
nature and conservation management covers
protection of natural and cultural resources such as
monuments, landscapes, parks and reserves, wildlife,
agriculture, forests, fish, subsoil, and minerals.
Further treatment includes the application of zoning
and land-use planning, rules on liability, and
administrative and judicial remedies to environmental
issues. There is also an analysis of the impact of
international and regional legislation and treaties on
environmental regulation. Its succinct yet scholarly
nature, as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides, make this book a valuable
resource for environmental lawyers handling cases
affecting Malaysia. Academics and researchers, as
well as business investors and the various
international organizations in the field, will welcome
this very useful guide, and will appreciate its value in
the study of comparative environmental law and
policy.

Environmental law in Malaysia
Explores the dynamics of the lawmaking process and
the increasingly critical role of transnational
actors/citizens, nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs), scientists, and business. Discusses the
relation of our scientific understanding to the legal
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response and the relation of the problem to the global
economy. Includes explanation of the use of soft law,
framework agreements, binding obligations, the
precautionary principle, and polluter pays principle.
Describes role of technology transfer and multilateral
and bilateral financial mechanisms.

Environmental Law and Policy in the
Pacific Basin Area
This volume examines environmental law and
governance in the Pacific, focusing on the emerging
challenges this region faces. The Pacific is home to
some of the world’s most astonishing biological and
cultural diversity. At the same time, Pacific Island
nations are economically and technically underresourced in the face of tremendous environmental
challenges. Destructive weather events, ocean
acidification, mining, logging, overfishing, and
pollution increasingly degrade ecosystems and affect
fishing, farming, and other cultural practices of Pacific
Islanders. Accordingly, there is an urgent need to
understand and analyse the role of law and
governance in responding to these pressures in the
Pacific. Drawing on academic and practitioner
expertise from the Pacific region, as well as Europe
and the United States, this unique collection
navigates the major environmental law and
governance challenges of the present and future of
the Pacific. Environmental Law and Governance in the
Pacific discusses 21 Pacific Island countries and
territories, including Cook Islands, Fiji, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu, and Samoa, and a
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broad range of themes, such as deep-sea mining,
wetlands and mangroves, heritage, endangered
species, human rights, and access to justice, are
addressed, thus providing a comprehensive and stateof-the-art overview of environmental law and
governance within specific jurisdictions as well as
across the Pacific region as a whole. This volume will
be essential reading for students and scholars
interested in environmental law and governance in
the Pacific region, as well as policy-makers,
practitioners and NGOs involved in the development
and implementation of environmental law and policy.

Environmental Protection, Law and
Policy
Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this book
provides ready access to legislation and practice
concerning the environment in Denmark. A general
introduction covers geographic considerations,
political, social and cultural aspects of environmental
study, the sources and principles of environmental
law, environmental legislation, and the role of public
authorities. The main body of the book deals first with
laws aimed directly at protecting the environment
from pollution in specific areas such as air, water,
waste, soil, noise, and radiation. Then, a section on
nature and conservation management covers
protection of natural and cultural resources such as
monuments, landscapes, parks and reserves, wildlife,
agriculture, forests, fish, subsoil, and minerals.
Further treatment includes the application of zoning
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and land-use planning, rules on liability, and
administrative and judicial remedies to environmental
issues. There is also an analysis of the impact of
international and regional legislation and treaties on
environmental regulation. Its succinct yet scholarly
nature, as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides, make this book a valuable
resource for environmental lawyers handling cases
affecting Denmark. Academics and researchers, as
well as business investors and the various
international organizations in the field, will welcome
this very useful guide, and will appreciate its value in
the study of comparative environmental law and
policy.

International Environmental Law and
Policy in Africa
Environmental Law and Policy
This book aims to provide a general systematic
analysis of key issues of Turkish environmental law
and policies and to highlight the related concerns and
challenges. Its chapters provide a historical
perspective and general understanding of the legal
settings of Turkish Environmental Law; offer an
overall understanding of the evolving and prevailing
paradigms of legislation and administrative practices
in environmental policy in Turkey; explain how EIA
has become the main environmental management
tool and instrument of environmental compliance in
Turkey; discuss the project process, challenges and
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results of the EU-funded project ‘Turkey’s Map of
Environmental Violations’ and food security in Turkey;
and present a picture of environmental justice
movements from bottom-up over the establishment
and operation of small-scale hydroelectricity power
plants.Thus, with its comprehensive coverage of upto-date information and findings enabling the reader
to understand the topic in full analyses of key
themes in Turkish environmental law and policies,
addressing, in separate chapters, concepts like
environmental justice, food security, environmental
compliance, environmental impact assessment (EIA),
and environmental cases in Turkey in detail
multidisciplinary approach enabling readers to learn
about the topic in a holistic mannerit aims to be:• a
valuable source of information about Turkish
environmental law and policies• an effective tool to
support teaching and research on Turkish
environmental law and policies• an aid to decisionmaking on Turkish environmental issues• an
important resource for graduate and postgraduate
research students and policymakers working on
Turkish environmental law and policies Given there is
no competitive book on the market with similar
coverage, it makes a meaningful contribution to
Turkish environmental scholarship

Environmental Law and Justice in
Context
Most books on environment law focus on the law first,
and then look at how environmental problems are
dealt with in relation to the law. Taking a fresh
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approach, Environmental Law from the Policy
Perspective: Understanding How Legal Frameworks
Influence Environmental Problem Solving examines
environmental problems first, followed by an
examination

Environmental Law and Policy in India
This statutory and regulatory supplement is designed
principally to accompany the casebook
"Environmental Law and Policy," as well as for use in
environmental law courses using other casebooks. It
can also serve as a desk reference for environmental
law practitioners. The 2012-2013 Edition is current
through the end of March 2012.

What Can Animal Law Learn from
Environmental Law?
This volume in the Interdisciplinary Readers in Law
series is a collection of 40 readings by lawyers,
economists, environmentalists, and legal scholars,
which introduce students to the major theoretical
approaches in the field. The selections have been
edited to facilitate accessibility, and each chapter
includes an introduction highlighting the most
important contributions of the readings. The chapters
end with an extensive set of notes and questions,
designed both to provide a deeper understanding of
the readings as well as to introduce and critique a
broader set of perspectives. This book can be used as
a companion volume to the case materials used in a
survey course on environmental law, as a textbook for
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law school seminars on environmental law and policy,
and for undergraduate and graduate seminars on
environmental policy in a variety of disciplines,
including government, public policy, forestry, and
resource management. This volume is part of the
Interdisciplinary Readers in Law series (Roberta
Romano, General Editor). Designed as a collection of
supplementary texts for law school courses, the series
collects important essays from leading lawyers,
economists, political scientists, philosophers,
historians, and legal scholars, reflecting the broad
range of scholarship that informs contemporary law.
Other volumes in the series include Foundations of
Corporate Law (Roberta Romano, Editor) Foundations
of Administrative Law (Peter Schuck, Editor),
Foundations of Contract Law (Richard Craswell and
Alan Schwartz, Editors), Foundations of Tort Law (Saul
Levmore, Editor), and Foundations of Employment
Discrimination Law (John J. Donohue III, Editor).

The Law and Policy of Environmental
Federalism
Abstracts: An accessible and comprehensive resource,
this volume details the structure and logic of EU
environmental law and enables readers to quickly
gain a thorough understanding of the different areas
of EU secondary law pertaining to the protection of
the environment.

Environmental Law, Policy, and
Economics
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This case book introduces students to fundamentals
of environmental law and explains the logic behind
the nation's current regulatory and other
environmental initiatives. Material is presented
primarily through an examination of the major
environmental statutes, to stress the factual,
scientific, and technical contexts of environmental
legislation. This fourth edition integrates place-based
approaches to addressing environmental problems,
and adds chapter-opening summaries, plus new
charts, tables, and problems. Glicksman teaches law
at the University of Kansas. Annotation (c)2003 Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).

Environmental Law and Policy, Statutory
and Regulatory Supplement
C.O.OKIDl1 I welcome the opportunity to prepare a
Foreword to the book on Environmental Policy and
Law in Africa, edited by Kevin R. Gray and Beatrice
Chaytor. It is a pleasure to do that because the book
is a contribution to the cause of capacity building for
development and implementation of environmental
law in Africa, a goal towards which I have had an
undivided focus over the last two decades. There is
still some belief in and outside Africa that for
developing countries in general, and Africa in
particular, development and implementation of
environmental law is not a priority. This belief prevails
strongly in many quarters of the industrialised
countries. In fact, the view is held either out of blatant
ignorance or by some renegade industrialists who fail
to appreciate Michael Royston's 1979 thesis that
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Pollution Prevention Pays.2 That group, for obvious
reasons, must have their correspondent counterparts
in Africa to provide hope that industries rejected as
derelict in the West or inoperable due to rigorous
environmental regulation, can find homes to which
they can escape and dump their polluting industries.

Environmental Law and Policy
Traces important legal, economic, and scientific
developments in the environmental field through an
examination of environmental law cases and
commentaties by leading scholars, focusing on
pollution prevention and control and emphasizing the
evaluation, design, and use of the law to stimulate
technological change and industrial transformation.
The past twenty-five years have seen a significant
evolution in environmental policy, with new
environmental legislation and substantive
amendments to earlier laws, significant advances in
environmental science, and changes in the treatment
of science (and scientific uncertainty) by the courts.
This book offers a detailed discussion of the important
issues in environmental law, policy, and economics,
tracing their development over the past few decades
through an examination of environmental law cases
and commentaries by leading scholars. The authors
focus on pollution, addressing both pollution control
and prevention, but also emphasize the evaluation,
design, and use of the law to stimulate technical
change and industrial transformation, arguing that
there is a need to address broader issues of
sustainable development. Environmental Law, Policy,
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and Economics, which grew out of courses taught by
the authors at MIT, treats the traditional topics
covered in most classes in environmental law and
policy, including common law and administrative law
concepts and the primary federal legislation. But it
goes beyond these to address topics not often found
in a single volume: the information-based obligations
of industry, enforcement of environmental law,
market-based and voluntary alternatives to traditional
regulation, risk assessment, environmental
economics, and technological innovation and
diffusion. Countering arguments found in other texts
that government should play a reduced role in
environmental protection, this book argues that clear,
stringent legal requirements--coupled with flexible
means for meeting them--and meaningful stakeholder
participation are necessary for bringing about
environmental improvements and technologicial
transformations. This book is regularly updated online
at http://mitpress.mit.edu/ashford_environmental_law

Environmental Law and Governance in
the Pacific
This text investigates the ethical and political
justifications for the international legal regime
protecting the environment, and analyses in detail the
myriad challenges these justifications can face.

Environmental Law from the Policy
Perspective
This user-friendly book - noted for its comprehensive
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legal process approach to the depth and complexity
of modern environmental law - gives students a solid
doctrinal footing in the law and helps build their
analytical skills. Environmental Law and Policy:
Nature, Law, and Society, Fourth Edition, uses the
legal process approach, building on a base of
common law and constitutional law and continuing on
to statutory and administrative law, to illustrate both
the structure of the law and how it works. Among the
attributes that have made this classroom-tested
casebook a favorite: coverage not only of the staples
of environmental law but of hot topical areas of
climate change law, regulation of toxics including
consumer product exposures, natural ecological
services, risk assessment, "brown-fielding" of
contaminated sites, and the linkage between
endangered polar bears and atmospheric loading
broad topical coverage is supplemented with a
reference section that includes a Statutory Capsule
Appendix and an annotated Glossary of Acronyms and
Abbreviations extensive author-written explanations
accompanied by a large number of visuals, including
charts, graphs, and photographs statutory and
regulatory materials that build on the common law
foundation of environmental law, showing the various
ways in which statutes address environmental
problems and pointing out the strengths and
weaknesses of each generic statutory type The Fourth
Edition, which has been reorganized to bring related
content together to better correspond to the amount
of time usually spent on various topics, features: a
new co-author, Noah D. Hall of Wayne State an array
of significant materials not generally covered in other
casebooks, including: The Copenhagen Climate
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Change Conference (the December 2009 international
climate change greenhouse gas regulatory
negotiations) Exxon Shipping v. Baker (oil spill
punitive damages) Native Village of Kivalina v.
ExxonMobil (climate change/public nuisance tort)
National Assoc. of Homebuilders v. Defenders of
Wildlife (endangered species and clash of
statutes/ESA, CWA) Coeur Alaska v. SE Alaska
Conservation Council ("When can a pristine river be a
toxic disposal lagoon?" and the Supreme Court's
recent parade of retreats from environmental
protection) So. Utah Wilderness Alliance v. Norton (as
a reflection of pressures on resources planning) Stop
the Beach Renourishment v. Florida (sea-rise and
oceanfront property) expanded coverage of clean
water, greenhouse gas trading, carbon taxes, and
more The outstanding author team of Environmental
Law and Policy: Nature, Law, and Society, Fourth
Edition, offers accessible, comprehensive coverage of
the fundamentals of environmental law as well as
today's hot topics.

Comparative Environmental Law and
Regulation
A. The Air Act

Environmental Law and Ethics
International Environmental Law, Third Edition, is a
carefully crafted book of primary materials, with an
accompanying Document Supplement, designed to
comprehensively and efficiently cover in a onePage 16/28
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semester course the international law relating to
protection of the environment. The treatment of the
topic is up-to-date, including all major treaties and
cases on the subject. Specific topics include general
international environmental law; transboundary
pollution; protection of the atmosphere and climate;
international trade and the environment; protection of
freshwater resources; protection of the marine
environment; the crisis of biological diversity;
environmental problems of polar regions, the Arctic,
and Antarctica; and environmental responsibilities of
non-State actors.

International Environmental Law, Policy,
and Ethics
This 2007 book examines environmental law from a
range of perspectives, emphasising the policy world
from which environmental law is drawn and
nourished. Those working within the discipline of
environmental law need to engage with concepts and
methods employed by disciplines other than law. The
authors analyse the ways in which legal activities are
supported and legitimated by work in traditional
scientific or technical domains, as well as by certain
more obscure but also influential cultural or
philosophical assumptions. A range of regulatory
techniques is explored in this book, through a close
examination of both pollution control and land use.
The highly complex nature of current environmental
problems, demanding sophisticated and responsive
legal controls, is illustrated by several in-depth case
studies, including legal and policy analysis of the
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highly contested issues of genetically modified
organisms and renewable energy projects.

California Environmental Law and Policy
Papers presented at the first Asian-American
Conference on Environmental Protection in Sapporo,
Japan, in August 1978--Preface.

Environmental Law and Policy
Environmental Law and Policy in Latin
America
International Environmental Law and
Policy
The Practice and Policy of Environmental
Law
EU Environmental Law and Policy
Environmental Laws and Their Enforcement is a
component of Encyclopedia of Social Sciences and
Humanities in the global Encyclopedia of Life Support
Systems (EOLSS), which is an integrated compendium
of twenty one Encyclopedias. The volume on
Environmental Laws and Their Enforcement deals, in
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two volumes , with a myriad of issues of great
relevance to our world such as: Sustainable
Development and National Governance; History of
Environmental Law; International Environmental Law;
Constitutional Law; International Binding Mechanisms;
Laws Governing Freshwater and Ground Water
Pollution; Forestry; Biodiversity Conservation and
Endangered Species Protection; International
Guidelines and Principles; Compliance Models for
Enforcement of Environmental Laws And Regulations;
International Environmental Law; Life Support
Systems: Law and Policy; The Principle of Sustainable
Development in International Development Law;
Environmental Pollution Regulations; Social Concerns
for Environmental Exposures to Toxic Substances;
Regulation of Air and Pollutants. These volumes are
aimed at the following five major target audiences:
University and College Students, Educators,
Professional Practitioners, Research Personnel and
Policy Analysts, Managers, and Decision Makers and
NGOs.

Environmental Law and Policy
political science and international relations." --Book
Jacket.

Oxford Handbook of Comparative
Environmental Law
How should we strike a balance between the benefits
of centralized and local governance, and how
important is context to selecting the right policy
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tools? This uniquely broad overview of the field
illuminates our understanding of environmental
federalism and informs our policy-making future.
Professor Kalyani Robbins has brought together an
impressive team of leading environmental federalism
scholars to provide a collection of chapters, each
focused on a different regime. This review of many
varied approaches, including substantial theoretical
material, culminates in a comparative analysis of
environmental federalism and consideration of what
each system might learn from the others. The Law
and Policy of Environmental Federalism includes clear
descriptive portions that make it a valuable teaching
resource, as well as original theory and a depth of
policy analysis that will benefit scholars of federalism
or environmental and natural resources law. The
value of its analysis for real-world decision-making
will make it a compelling read for practitioners in
environmental law or fields concerned with federalism
issues, including those in government or NGOs, as
well as lobbyists.

Environmental Law and Policy
This Handbook is the first comprehensive account of
comparative environmental law. It examines in detail
the methodological foundations of the discipline as
well as the substance of environmental law across
countries from four vantage points: country studies
from all continents, responses to common problems
(including air pollution, water management, nature
conservation, genetically modified organisms, climate
change and energy, chemicals, waste), foundational
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components of environmental law systems (including
principles, property rights, administrative and judicial
organisation, command-and-control regulation,
market mechanisms, informational techniques and
liability mechanisms), and common interactions of
environmental protection with the broader public,
private, and criminal law contexts. 0The volume
brings together the foremost authorities in this field
from around the world to provide a concise, selfcontained, and technically rigorous account of
environmental law as a single overall system.

Foundations of Environmental Law and
Policy
A detailed overview of the law-and-economics
methodology developed and employed by
environmental lawyers and policymakers.

Environmental Law and Policies in
Turkey
The only book that covers the entire field of California
environmental, land use, and natural resources law in
a concise, user-friendly format. Authors Herson and
Lucks have now thoroughly updated and expanded
the first edition, includingSignificant updates to
federal and state environmental law that occurred
between 2008 and late 2016.An additional major
chapter on international, national and state climate
change law and policy.This book was written to serve
the needs of planners, project applicants, developers,
landowners, regulatory agency staff, consultants,
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attorneys, environmental managers, interested
citizens, and students with a survey of California
environmental law written for a general, non-technical
audience.Written in non-technical language, the book
comprehensively surveys the most important
California environmental statutes and regulatory
programs, as well as relevant federal environmental
statutes and regulatory programs. It highlights
landmark court cases and current policy issues, and
provides practical tips on getting through the
regulatory process successfully. To assist in more indepth research, the book identifies sources of further
information for each major program.

Environmental Protection
International Environmental Law and
Policy
Offering a big-picture perspective on Environmental
Law and Policy, this brief introduction illuminates
essential concepts with informal, approachable
exposition. The Essentials: Environmental Law and
Policy complements any casebook, bridging gaps in
students' understanding of basic coverage. A lucid
and succinct overview, The Essentials: Environmental
Law and Policy features: basic coverage that traces
the content of the leading casebooks, with particular
attention given to complex and often baffling
environmental statutes major environmental issues
and their appropriate regulatory response substantive
law in environmental regulation, such as
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administrative law, tort law, constitutional law, and
criminal law an overview of the national infrastructure
for environmental regulation Clean Air Act, Clean
Water Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act,
Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act National
Environmental Policy Act, Toxic Substances Control
Act, Endangered Species Act - international
environmental law, such as the Kyoto Protocol From a
rising star in the field of Environmental Law comes
this exciting new title that offers concise, focused
coverage of the issues, law, and policy. Jonathan R.
Nash's The Essentials: Environmental Law and Policy
prepares your students to get the most out of their
casebook reading assignments.

Comparative and Global Environmental
Law and Policy
Written by leading scholars and experts with
extensive practice and teaching experience in the
field, Comparative and Global Environmental Law and
Policy offers a student-friendly approach to the study
of a rapidly evolving and important area of law. Its
multi-jurisdictional selection of judicial opinions and
legal materials introduces students to the worldwide
reach of environmental law. Through its substance,
the book familiarizes students not only with governing
and emerging legal principles but also demonstrates
how legal norms are applied to specific issues and
contexts, illustrating how law-on-the-books becomes
law-in-action. Student understanding is reinforced by
problem exercises and discussion questions.
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Professors and students will benefit from: A multijurisdictional selection of environmental law cases
and regulatory materials from across the world, with
many cases from the developing world and emerging
economies. Separate chapters on rapidly evolving and
critical topics such as rights of nature, sustainability,
corporations and private environmental governance,
human rights and the environment, and climate
change. Presentation of basic background principles
of environmental law, institutions, and governance
and their operation in international, national and
subnational systems, including indigenous
governance systems. Emphasis across the book on
issues of institutions and governance as well as
enforcement and effectiveness. Judicial opinions
providing an authoritative articulation of how legal
principles are applied in various systems. Numerous
problem exercises and discussion questions to
introduce topics and reinforce concepts and
materials. Integrated perspective on the relationship
of international and transnational environmental law,
national environmental law, environmental norms and
principles in other settings such as in private
environmental governance, and governance
institutions.

Environmental Law in Denmark
Associate Professor Daud Hassan is the Director of
International Centre for Ocean Governance (ICOG),
Western Sydney University, Australia Md Saiful Karim
is a senior lecturer at the Faculty of Law, Queensland
University of Technology, Australia
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Environmental Laws and Their
Enforcement - Volume I
More than any other environmental law survey
casebook, this book conveys the substantive material
in real-world practice contexts, with significant
chapters on permitting, rulemaking, enforcement,
business counseling, and litigation, and through a
series of short policy case study/emerging issue focus
chapters.

Environmental Law and Economics
A significant contribution to the field, and a welcome
addition to the growing literature on international
environmental law and an important reference for
every scholar, lawyer, and layperson interested in the
field.

Environmental Protection
Environmental Law and Policy
Environmental Law and Policy
The authors provide a broad conceptual overview of
environmental law while also explaining the major
statutes and cases. The first part of the book
discusses the major themes and issues that cross-cut
environmental law. The second part of the book
examines the substance of environmental law, with
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separate sections on each of the major statutes.
International issues such as ozone depletion, climate
change, and transboundary waste disposal are also
addressed. These chapters build on the conceptual
framework in the first part of the text to integrate the
discussion of individual statutes into a broad portrait
of the law.

Environmental Law & Policy
Environmental Protection: Law and Policy welcomes
Emily Hammond, a professor of law at George
Washington University, whose expertise includes
administrative law, environmental law, and energy
law, and whose scholarship appears in a number of
law journals and books, including Energy, Economics,
and the Environment. Environmental Protection: Law
and Policy, now in its Seventh Edition, features: A
complete introduction to the history of environmental
protection, laws and regulations, regulatory design
strategies, and policy objectives Analysis of
constitutional federalism and related policy questions
concerning the design and implementation of
environmental protection programs An international
and interdisciplinary approach that incorporates
science, economics, and ethics Coverage of the major
federal pollution control laws--the Clean Air Act, the
Clean Water Act, the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, CERCLA, and more A chapter on
climate change that covers important scientific,
policy, and program design questions Two chapters
on natural resource management issues, focusing on
the National Environmental Policy Act and the
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Endangered Species Act, but also including national
forest management Landmark and cutting-edge cases
with explanatory text, notes and questions Charts and
graphics, plus numerous exercises and problems
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